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The only source dedicated exclusively to the emerging technologies shaping the future
of business and national security.

This week’s Next5 Matrix Monitor features Shanghai’s support for Web3 development,
Starlink’s impact in Ukraine, L3Harris and Northrop Grumman’s deal for the Space

Development Agency’s Tracking Layer Tranche 1, trends in AI research output, AI that
learns by observing videos, a successful US test of a hypersonic missile, a technology
that controls the neurons in a fly’s brain, a new framework for estimating the potential
for lowering energy demand at the country level, the world's longest and largest drone

"superhighway," and the Russian cyber threat to the US midterm elections.



NEXT5 NEWS & AMPLIFICATIONS
→ In an interview at the Aspen Security Forum, CIA Director Bill Burns highlighted the
ways China is learning from the Russia-Ukraine war. First, the Chinese are likely dismayed
by the fact that US-European relationships have only grown stronger over the Ukraine crisis,
whereas they historically have banked on rivaling the US diplomatically and economically in
Europe. The lack of quick and decisive victory after Russia invaded also taught Xi Jinping that in
order to occupy Taiwan someday, should he choose to go in that direction, he must be prepared
with an overwhelming military force. He will also have to control the information space more
successfully, shore up his economy against potential sanctions - though China is likely less
vulnerable than Russia is to sanctions because it is so economically intertwined with the world.
He will also have to find ways to drive wedges between the US and its allies. The DCI also
noted that the risk to China should it choose to invade Taiwan, only increases as we near the
end of the decade. #SCRM #Geopolitics #CHN #USA #RUS #UKR Aspen Security Forum

→ Local governments are subsidizing and incentivizing the big tech workforce to move
away from Silicon Valley into smaller cities and towns where they can work remotely.
Local governments are offering people willing to move up to $12k in cash, along with subsidized
gym memberships, free childcare, and office space. Because of the relatively modest scale of
these economic development programs, even small communities can participate. And many
tech workers are taking advantage of the post pandemic trend of big tech companies enabling
their employees to work remotely from anywhere.  A study conducted by the Economic
Innovation Group concluded that for every two people the program brings to the city of Tulsa,
one new job is created. By contrast, when an office moves to a town, every new high-wage tech
job creates an estimated five more jobs in sectors including healthcare, education, and service.
Essentially, for towns that don’t have the budget to attract a whole office or factory, the modest
impact of bringing in a handful of remote tech workers can be balanced by the much smaller
investment required to attract them. Many other factors, such as inflation and America’s housing
crisis are also contributing incentives to the exodus from major cities into smaller towns. #DIG
#USA WSJ

DIGITALIZATION
→ The Shanghai government has pledged support for Web3 development for the first
time as part of its 14th five-year plan, but entrepreneurs are skeptical about whether it will
bring big changes in a country that shuns cryptocurrencies and decentralization. Shanghai will
explore the development of “key Web3 technologies” as part of the city’s efforts to improve its
“new digital infrastructure,” the municipal government said in a document published on
Wednesday, July 13, which outlines the city’s plans for the digital economy through 2025.
Examples of such technologies include development of the decentralized authentication
protocol OpenID, decentralized domain name systems (DNS), and end-to-end encrypted
communications, according to the document. Even while supporting the development of
blockchain technology, China’s central government banned the trading of cryptocurrencies last
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year and cracked down on bitcoin mining in its harshest move against digital tokens. Without
cryptocurrencies, most international NFTs cannot be legally purchased in the country. Since
China’s sweeping ban on cryptocurrencies, Web3 enthusiasts and entrepreneurs in the country
have kept a low profile and targeted overseas markets. Many have also physically relocated to
jurisdictions that are more friendly to the industry, such as Singapore. #DIG #FIN #CHN #SGP
SCMP

→ Amazon's doorbell division Ring gave surveillance footage to law enforcement
agencies 11 times this year without a warrant or their users’ consent, according to a letter
the e-commerce company sent to Congress. Amazon wrote in a letter on July 1 to
Massachusetts Sen. Ed Markey that it had handed the videos over “in response to an
emergency request.” Ring’s smart doorbell cameras have become more common, with their
video feeds capturing package thieves and front-porch visitors. Homeowners can watch their
camera feeds online and speak to anyone at their door. The device’s ubiquity – and Amazon’s
growing web of smart home devices – have raised concerns among privacy advocates and
lawmakers about how Amazon handles private footage and how closely Amazon is linked to law
enforcement agencies. Ring has pledged that it would only hand footage to the authorities if it
received “valid and binding” search warrants or subpoenas, according to its law enforcement
guidelines. Still, Amazon wrote in its letter this month that Ring was working with more than
2,600 law enforcement agencies and fire departments, allowing the authorities to send
messages directly to its doorbell users. According to Ring, the law authorizes it to provide
information to government officials if there is an emergency with imminent danger of death or
serious physical injury, such as a kidnapping or an attempted murder. #DIG #USA WSJ

SATELLITES & NAVIGATION
→ Ukrainian officials and officers at headquarters and in the field credit Elon Musk’s
Starlink with keeping their forces connected. “Without Starlink, we would have been losing
the war already,” said one platoon commander on the Izyum front, where Russian forces are
trying to push south to capture the Donbas region. Starlink’s deployment in Ukraine has drawn
praise from Ukrainian leaders. Defense Minister Oleksiy Reznikov said in an interview that
Starlink had been critical for communications between commanders and units in places where
regular cell phone service is out. Like most satellite-internet systems, Starlink can’t match the
bandwidth of more traditional fiber-optic and cellular networks. It doesn’t rely on cellphone
towers or buried fiber lines, though, making it more robust in conflict zones. The service’s
compact and easy-to-move satellite dishes are also proving well suited for the backup internet
needs of a crisis-hit country such as Ukraine. And apart from its role in bolstering Ukraine’s
command and control on the battlefield, Starlink has helped officials quickly reconnect liberated
towns to the internet, and coverage has allowed soldiers to stay in touch with loved ones.
According to a SpaceX presentation Musk recently posted to Twitter, ~15k Starlink user kits
have been delivered to Ukraine. #SAT #USA #RUS #UKR WSJ

→ European satellite operators are scrambling to prevent a satellite from colliding with
space debris which has only grown more challenging with bad space weather. The
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satellite, part of the constellation Swarm, has been climbing to a higher altitude after it
experienced increased drag due to changes in the density of the upper layers of Earth's
atmosphere that occurred in response to solar activity. The maneuver, which intended to raise
the satellite's altitude by 28 miles over a 10-week period, had to be suspended after a piece of
space junk raised an alarm at mission control. The incident, which happened on June 30,
according to a European Space Agency (ESA) statement, required the ground control team to
immediately perform an avoidance maneuver to dodge the piece of debris. In addition to space
debris, satellite operators also face challenges as the sun goes through a period of more
intense activity, producing more sunspots, flares, and coronal mass ejections than it has done in
years. As the density of the upper atmosphere increases, satellites have to face thickening gas
as if they were flying against wind. Satellite operators therefore need to use on-board propulsion
to prevent the satellites from spiraling back down to Earth. Experts predict that these same air
density changes will lead to a temporary increase in the amount of debris fragments in low Earth
orbit, as those fragments face the same increased drag as the satellites. ESA said the Swarm
team eventually completed the orbit-raising maneuver, which will enable the spacecraft to
operate safely into the future. #SAT Space.com

→ L3Harris won a $700M contract and Northrop Grumman a $617M deal for the Space
Development Agency’s Tracking Layer Tranche 1. The Space Development Agency
announced July 18 it selected L3Harris Technologies and Northrop Grumman to each build 14
missile-tracking satellites for a low Earth orbit constellation known as the Tracking Layer. The 28
infrared-sensing satellites will be part of a global network of eyes in the sky intended to detect
and track the latest generation of ballistic and hypersonic missiles being developed by countries
like Russia and China. Having a constellation of infrared sensing satellites in low Earth orbit has
emerged as a top priority for the Pentagon amid concerns that current defense systems might
not be able to detect low-flying hypersonic missiles. Existing satellites provide global missile
warning and detect launches of short-range and intercontinental ballistic missiles, but they were
not designed to track advanced maneuvering missiles like hypersonic glide vehicles. However,
SDA’s Tracking Layer satellites should be able to see targets with greater fidelity than current
DoD missile-defense satellites in geostationary orbit 22k miles above the equator. #SAT #USA
#CHN #RUS Space News Defense One

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
→ Georgetown’s Center for Security and Emerging Technologies compared trends in AI
research output by analyzing the number and share of AI publications by contributing country.
To count AI research output, CSET examined publications in its merged corpus of scholarly
literature, which includes Clarivate’s Web of Science, Digital Science Dimensions, Microsoft
Academic Graph, arXiv, Papers With Code, and the China National Knowledge Infrastructure
(CNKI). The inclusion of CNKI in CSET’s merged corpus resulted in 43M Chinese-language
publications (17 percent of publications), whereas without CNKI they observed 4.2M
Chinese-language publications (2 percent of publications). China and the US were the leaders
in AI research output in 2020 by raw publication counts. This holds when examining CSET’s
merged corpus with and without CNKI, though the number of AI publications with Chinese-
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affiliated authors skyrockets with the inclusion of CNKI, jumping from 61,999 to 254,098 – an
additional 192,099 AI publications captured by CNKI as seen in Figure 1B.8. CSET also
analyzed the location of Chinese organizations producing AI research and the organizations
funding AI research.

#AI #USA #CHN CSET

→ Researchers at DeepMind took inspiration from developmental psychology to build AI
that naturally extracts simple rules about the world through watching videos. The AI
model learned the rules of the physical world when given a basic idea of objects, such as what
their boundaries are, where they are, and how they move. Like babies, the AI expressed
“surprise” when shown situations that didn’t make sense, like a ball rolling up a ramp. Dubbed
PLATO (for Physics Learning through Auto-encoding and Tracking Objects), the AI only needed
a relatively small set of examples to develop its “intuition.” The software could then generalize
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its predictions about how things moved and interacted with other objects, as well as about
scenarios never previously encountered. In a talk from 2019, Dr. Yann LeCun, a leading AI
expert and chief AI scientist at Meta, posited that babies likely learn through observation. Their
brains build upon this data to form a conceptual idea of reality. In contrast, even the most
sophisticated deep learning models still struggle to build a sense of the physical world, which
limits how much they can engage with it. In the new study, the team adapted the Violation of
Expectation (VoE) paradigm for testing AI. They covered five different physical concepts to build
PLATO. Among those are solidity (two objects can’t pass through each other); and continuity –
the idea that things exist and don’t blink out even when hidden by another object (the
“peek-a-boo” test). #AI #USA Singularity Hub

NEXT GENERATION COMMUNICATIONS
→ The Biden Administration is investigating Chinese telecom equipment firm Huawei
over concerns that US cell towers fitted with its gear could capture sensitive information
from military bases and missile silos that the company could then transmit to China.
Authorities are concerned Huawei could obtain sensitive data on military drills and the readiness
status of bases and personnel via the equipment. The previous unreported probe was opened
by the Commerce Department shortly after Joe Biden took office early last year, according to
Reuters sources, following the implementation of rules to flesh out a May 2019 executive order
that gave the agency the investigative authority. #5G #Geopolitics #SCRM #CHN #USA Reuters

→ 5G adoption is set to grow across the Asia-Pacific region, with more than 400M 5G
connections – equivalent to just over 14% of total mobile connections – by 2025,
according to the Mobile economy Asia-Pacific 2022 report by the GSM Association (GSMA).
Presently, 5G is commercially available in 14 markets, with others, including India and Vietnam,
going live in the coming months. India is conducting a 5G spectrum auction this month, following
trials by local telcos to test 5G applications such as cloud gaming, robotics, and telehealth. In
pioneer markets such as South Korea, 5G now accounts for around two in five mobile
connections. Momentum has been boosted by factors including economic recovery from the
pandemic, rising 5G handset sales, network coverage expansions, and overall marketing efforts.
Consumers are warming to 5G and are increasingly adding content and services such as live
sports to their 5G plans, based on findings from a separate GSMA consumer survey. Still, a
usage gap exists. At present, mobile broadband networks cover around 96% of the region’s
population, a testament to operators’ investment in 3G, 4G, and 5G infrastructure. However, just
44% of the population – more than 1.2B users – are using mobile internet services. This
discrepancy is due to a lack of digital skills, affordability, and online safety concerns. The report
outlines how countries are addressing this usage gap, such as digital inclusion programs in
Singapore to train seniors on using digital services. #5G #IND #VNM #KOR #SGP Computer
Weekly

FINANCIAL TECHNOLOGY
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→ Fintech companies that took advantage of the boom in initial public offerings early in
the pandemic have lost a total of almost half a trillion dollars. More than 30 fintechs have
listed in the US since the start of 2020, according to CB Insights data, as investors flocked to
companies they believed could benefit from a long-term shift toward digitization accelerated by
the pandemic. However, they have lost valuation due to concerns about rising interest rates,
lack of profits, and untested business models as the economy heads towards a potential
recession. Shares in recently listed fintechs have fallen an average of more than 50 percent
since the start of the year, according to a Financial Times analysis, compared with a 29 percent
drop in the Nasdaq Composite. Their cumulative market capitalization has fallen $156B in 2022.
The pressures have also hit more well-established companies like PayPal and Block which have
lost almost $300B in market cap between them this year. Some companies also face additional
pressure from regulators. The Securities and Exchange Commission is reviewing perceived
conflicts of interest created by “payment for order flow” – the main source of revenue for online
broker Robinhood, and SEC chair Gary Gensler has called for clearer oversight of
cryptocurrency markets. #FIN #USA Financial Times

→ Nation-state actors and cybercriminals benefit from crypto mixers that create a
disconnect between the cryptocurrency funds users deposit and what they withdraw.
While the value received by mixers fluctuates significantly day-to-day, the 30-day moving
average reached an all-time high of $51.8M worth of cryptocurrency on April 19, 2022, roughly
doubling incoming volumes at the same point in 2021. According to Chainalysis data, the
Russian darknet market Hydra accounts for 50% of all funds moving to mixers from sanctioned
entities this year. Given the outsized role that Russia plays in cybercrime, and the connections
some of these cybercriminal groups have to Russian intelligence services, an increase in funds
moving from services like Hydra to mixers could be significant from a national security
standpoint. Nearly all the remaining funds moving from sanctioned entities to mixers come from
two groups associated with the North Korean government: Lazarus Group and Blender.io.
Lazarus Group is a cybercrime syndicate responsible for several cryptocurrency hacks on behalf
of the North Korean government, and along with associated groups remains extremely active.
Blender.io, on the other hand, became the first ever mixer sanctioned this year for its role in
laundering funds stolen by Lazarus Group and others associated with North Korea. Any funds it
sends to other mixers could represent a continuation of that activity. The data shows that mixers
currently pose a significant money laundering risk, with 25% of funds coming from illicit
addresses. #FIN #Cybersecurity #RUS #PRK Chainalysis

AEROSPACE & SPACE
→ According to the Pentagon, the US reached important new milestones this week,
conducting a successful hypersonic missile test and securing a $1.3B deal to help
defend against such threats from Russia and China. Monday’s test of the air-breathing
hypersonic missile, a partner venture of Raytheon and Northrop Grumman, follows separate
successful tests announced last week using hardware built by Lockheed Martin. Together, they
reveal a potential breakthrough for the Defense Department, which has faced growing scrutiny
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from lawmakers who fear the US is losing ground to its adversaries. Yet with China testing
advanced-engine hypersonic missiles and Russia promising to use hypersonic cruise missiles in
battle by the end of this year, US officials say there is greater urgency to develop adequate
defenses against such weapons. Central to that effort is a deal for L3Harris and Northrop
Grumman to design and launch 28 satellites as part of the Pentagon’s new missile defense
network. Since China successfully tested a hypersonic glide missile a year ago, Beijing’s and
Moscow’s recent strides have put Washington on high alert. While these recent successful US
tests are seen as encouraging, they have not yet evened the playing field: Russian government
news service Tass reported this week that Moscow completed testing of its hypersonic cruise
missile and intends to put it into use. #AER #SAT #USA #RUS #CHN The Washington Post
Reuters

→ Microsoft is expanding its relationships with space companies through the Azure
Space Partner Community, an initiative unveiled July 19 at the Microsoft Inspire 2022
conference. Microsoft has played a growing role in the space sector since announcing plans in
2020 to help customers move data directly from satellites into the Azure cloud for processing
and storage. Azure Space Community partners will have access to Microsoft sales and
engineering specialists, go-to-market scale and support, and guidance related to marketing and
community involvement. In addition, Azure Space Partners will be eligible for incentives like
Azure credits, sponsored accounts, and volume discounts. #AER #SAT #USA Space News

→ China is targeting near-Earth object 202 PN1 for a combined asteroid deflection and
observation test mission due to launch in 2026. The impactor mission will launch in 2026 on
a Long March 3B rocket. The mission will include a separate impactor and orbiter. The former
will impact near-Earth object 2020 PN1 with the latter spacecraft making observations. The
mission appears to combine elements of the separate NASA DART mission, due to collide with
Dimorphos, a moon orbiting the near-Earth asteroid Didymos, in September, and the European
Space Agency’s Hera mission, which will observe Didymos and Dimorphos later this decade to
determine the effects of the DART collision. The target for China’s test, 2020 PN1, is an
Earth-crossing asteroid and a temporary co-orbital companion to the Earth. It was discovered in
2020 and is estimated to be around 40 meters in diameter. #AER #USA #CHN Space News

→ Virgin Atlantic Airways will carry out test flights using the VX4 – a flying taxi model
from UK startup Vertical Aerospace. Virgin will operate one flight from the main airport in
Bristol, England, where Vertical is based, to an airfield elsewhere in the southwest, according to
a joint statement Monday, July 18. A second will link the carrier’s own London Heathrow hub
and a so-called vertiport to be built by infrastructure specialist Skyports. The demonstration
missions will take place in spring 2024 – subject to approval by the UK Civil Aviation Authority –
in line with Vertical’s target of receiving type certification for the VX4 in time for service entry by
2025. The program will be supported by $11.4M in UK funding to a group led by engineering
firm Atkins. Vertical Aerospace is one of a number of companies competing to be first to bring
eVTOLs to market. The UK startup has a backlog of 1,400 commitments for the VX4, with
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American Airlines saying last week it was ready to make down payments to reserve delivery
slots. #AER #USA #GBR Bloomberg

BIOTECHNOLOGY
→ A team of scientists from Brown University, Duke University, and Rice University have
demonstrated wireless technology that allows neurons in a fly brain to be controlled in
less than a second. The researchers used genetic engineering to express a heat-activated
special ion channel in flies' neuronal cells. When the ion channel is activated, the flies spread
their wings as part of their mating ritual. The researchers then injected the experimental flies
with nanoparticles that could be heated by applying a magnetic field to freely activate the
channel. The genetically modified flies were then placed in an enclosure with an electromagnet
on top and a camera to record their movements. When the researchers turned on the
electromagnet, the electric field heated the nanoparticles, causing the neurons to fire, causing
the flies to spread their wings. The ability to precisely activate cells is expected to be useful in
studying the brain, developing brain communication technology, and treating brain-related
disorders, according to the researchers. The team is working on developing technology that will
help people restore their vision even if their eyes do not work. They hope to accomplish this by
stimulating parts of the brain associated with vision in order to provide a sense of vision in the
absence of functional eyes. #BIO #USA Interesting Engineering

→ Rice University researchers have demonstrated that CRISPR-Cas9, a popular
gene-editing tool, can be used in powerful new ways in human cells. Deactivated Cas9
(dCas9) proteins were used by the researchers to target key segments of the human genome
and synthetically trigger the transcription of human genes. The researchers were able to reveal
important details about human promoters and enhancers by using dCas9 to recruit proteins that
can naturally turn genes on. Promoters and enhancers are pieces of DNA that coordinate when
and to what extent our genes are turned on, which in turn controls cell behaviors. The
researchers demonstrated how promoters and enhancers, which are short DNA sequences that
mark the start sites of genes, can communicate by synthetically activating noncoding DNA.
Enhancers can be thousands of base pairs away from their promoters and still stimulate gene
transcription by recruiting activator proteins and forming direct physical contacts. The
researchers’ strategy demonstrated the possibility of "intrinsic reciprocity" between enhancers
and promoters. While they were aware that signals can be transmitted from an enhancer to a
promoter, they also discovered that this transmission can occur in the opposite direction. They
also discovered that CRISPR activators can increase the frequency of physical contact between
enhancers and promoters, but only when directed at an enhancer, implying that increasing
physical contact is a one-way street. #BIO #USA Technology Networks

→ Brain-computer interface startup Synchron implanted its stentrode device in a patient
for the first time in the US, a procedure that will help an ALS patient text by thinking, in a
major step forward in a nascent industry, with the Brooklyn-based company recently
overtaking Elon Musk’s Neuralink. The stentrode device can be inserted into the brain without
causing damage to tissue or cutting through the skull. A doctor makes an incision in the patient's
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neck and inserts a catheter through the jugular vein into a blood vessel nestled within the motor
cortex to feed the stentrode. The device — a cylindrical, hollow wire mesh — opens up and
begins to fuse with the vessel's outer edges as the catheter is removed. The procedure is very
similar to that of implanting a coronary stent and only takes a few minutes, according to Dr.
Shahram Majidi, the neurointerventional surgeon who performed the surgery. A second
procedure connects the stentrode to a computing device implanted in the patient's chest via a
wire. To accomplish this, the surgeon must create a tunnel for the wire and a pocket for the
device beneath the patient's skin, similar to how a pacemaker is accommodated. When neurons
fire in the brain, the stentrode reads the signals, and the computing device amplifies those
signals and sends them via Bluetooth to a computer or smartphone. The stentrode, which is
tucked into the motor cortex, uses 16 electrodes to monitor brain activity and record the firing of
neurons when a person thinks. As the device fuses deeper into the blood vessel and gets closer
to the neurons, the signal strength improves. The technology is expected to generate new data
and insights into how the brain functions, potentially leading to breakthroughs in a variety of
disorders, including mental health issues.

#BIO #USA Bloomberg

GREEN TECHNOLOGY
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→ Researchers at the Oxford University Center for the Environment and the University of
Leeds have recently devised a new framework to estimate the potential for lowering
energy demand at the country level. In a recent paper, published in Nature Energy, they used
this framework to assess the potential for energy demand reduction in the United Kingdom. The
framework considers various factors to reduce energy demand, including the use of materials,
mobility, non-domestic exchanges, nutrition, and shelter. The framework has five key steps.
First, it entails the development of a hypothetical scenario narrative. Subsequently, it requires
the development of sector-level models, which follow the most appropriate modeling structure
for each sector. The framework's third step entails the identification of links or connections
between sectors. The fourth involves the integration of all sectors into a "central modeling
system," to ultimately paint coherent scenarios that are consistent with this system and have a
clear, common narrative. Using their framework, the researchers highlighted the possibility of
significantly reducing energy demand in the U.K. within the next three decades. The
interventions the framework outlines could be leveraged by several countries to help meet the
global emission goals set by the Paris Agreement. #GRN #GBR Tech Xplore

→ According to Toyota on Tuesday, July 19, the company will work with allied
automakers to develop small electric commercial vans and light-duty fuel cell electric
trucks. The models will be developed for a project to promote the widespread use of electrified
vehicles and eventually for the mass market. The project, due to begin in January 2023, will see
the vehicles being used to transport goods between Tokyo and Fukushima. Toyota said it will
work with minivehicle specialists Daihatsu and Suzuki to develop small electric commercial
vans, aiming to begin production next year and commence mass-market sales at a suitable
time. Toyota will also work with truck makers Isuzu and Hino in developing light-duty fuel cell
trucks. The project is scheduled to run until March 2030 and is being organized by a Toyota-led
commercial EV coalition, with participation from local governments, logistics, and energy
companies. Around 580 vehicles will be built for use in the project. #GRN #JPN Reuters

ADVANCED MANUFACTURING
→ Cornell researchers and the US Army Research Laboratory have leveraged
hydrodynamic and magnetic forces to drive a rubbery, deformable pump that can provide
soft robots with a circulatory system, in effect mimicking the biology of animals. Like animals,
soft robots need a circulatory system to store energy and power their appendages and
movements to complete complex tasks. The group's paper, "Magnetohydrodynamic Levitation
for High-Performance Flexible Pumps," was published July 11 in Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences. #MFG #USA ScienceDaily

AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS
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→ The UK government has announced the construction of the world's longest and
largest drone "superhighway," which could cause major changes for logistics and
delivery workers worldwide. The 164-mile "Skyway" superhighway, which will connect
Reading, Oxford, Milton Keynes, Cambridge, Coventry, and Rugby, is expected to be completed
within the next two years. Reading-based tech firm UTM (Unified Traffic Management) and
software vendor Altitude Angel will lead the project, which will also include BT, EE, and a
number of UK tech startups. This innovation, according to the consortium, is possible because
Skyway does not rely on drones with specific onboard sensors to "see" other aerial traffic, but
instead proposes putting "higher-power, better sensors" from multiple manufacturers on the
ground, along a sensor network, which is then processed in real-time to provide guidance. This
means that drones using the highway will not have to compromise payload, range, or efficiency,
and will be able to 'tap into' even higher resolution data from multiple sensors on the
ground-based network. The announcement came as part of a $279M government funding
package for the UK's aerospace sector, which is earmarked for investment in all types of
technology, including solar-powered aircraft, flying taxis, and medical-supply drones. #AUT
#AER #SCRM #GBR TechRadar

→ China's DJI, which is on the US ban list, is fighting to maintain its dominance in the US
drone market by lobbying Congress to prevent the federal government from purchasing
its unmanned aircraft. The Shenzhen-based company has hired two lobbying firms, Squire
Patton Boggs and the Vogel Group, to persuade members of Congress not to support the
American Security Drone Act (ASDA), which prohibits the government from purchasing drones
from Chinese companies or others deemed a threat to national security. DJI is attempting to
derail congressional efforts that would harm its US business. The ADSA would also prohibit
local law enforcement in the US from using federal grants to purchase drones. Underscoring the
group's predicament, David Benowitz, head of research at Drone Analyst, stated that DJI's
share of the US commercial market had fallen from 62% in 2020 to 50% last year. During the
same time period, Autel, another Chinese drone manufacturer that has received less scrutiny,
increased its share of the US market from 7% to 9%. However, as lawmakers struggle to
reconcile the House and Senate versions of the major China bills due to a separate
disagreement, the DJI battle has shifted to the annual defense spending bill currently being
debated in Congress. DJI appeared to score an early victory this week when the House rules
committee, which is controlled by Democrats, decided not to include drone language in the
House version of the defense bill. According to emails obtained from a congressional office,
DJI's lobbyists argue that its drones are critical for local law enforcement and first responders
because they are more advanced and significantly less expensive than US competitors. In a
letter to lawmakers in June, DJI's global policy head, Adam Welsh, stated that DJI could not
gain access to user data unless customers chose to share it and denied any security risk.
However, critics argue that Chinese national security laws require companies to share data with
the central government only when ordered to do so by Beijing. #AUT #Geopolitics #USA #CHN
Financial Times

SEMICONDUCTORS & CHIPS
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→ Germany’s Volkswagen the Franco-Italian chipmaker STMicroelectronics will
collaborate on a new semiconductor in the midst of a global microchip shortage that has
strained the automotive industry's supply chain. The partnership demonstrates how
Volkswagen, Europe's largest automaker, is attempting to gain greater control over the supply of
chips, which are increasingly being found in new generation and low-carbon emission vehicles.
It is Volkswagen's first direct relationship with second- and third-tier semiconductor suppliers, a
move that executives have hinted at since the auto industry's chip shortage in late 2019. #CHP
#SCRM #DEU #FRA #ITA Reuters

→ ByteDance, the parent company of TikTok, is looking to fill dozens of new
semiconductor jobs listed on its website, in the clearest indication yet that it intends to
establish an in-house chip design unit, following in the footsteps of Big Tech peers in
China. The Beijing-based social media giant, China's most valuable unicorn, confirmed in a
statement that it is hiring semiconductor talent, but that the process is still in its early stages.
According to the company, ByteDance is investigating the possibility of designing
application-specific chips for its own use in order to support the growing computing needs of its
services, but it will not manufacture chips. The job board on ByteDance's website currently has
31 related listings, spanning the entire chip design cycle. These include intellectual property (IP)
core design, testing, and system-on-a-chip (SoC) tapeout, which is critical for detecting flaws
before mass production. One job posting for a "back-end chip design engineer" requires
candidates to have advanced chip-making experience for the 12-nanometer and 7nm
processes. Other job postings necessitate knowledge of electronic design automation (EDA)
tools and Arm-based digital IP core design. “Big cloud companies are investing in chips to save
costs by using Arm-based chips,” said Sravan Kundojjala, a senior analyst at Strategy Analytics.
“Instead of going with general-purpose chips from Intel, AMD and NVIDIA, these cloud vendors
are trying to build purpose-built AI accelerators to save costs and get better performance per
watt.” #CHP #DIG #AI #CHN SCMP

QUANTUM TECHNOLOGY
→ Researchers at Simon Fraser University have made a breakthrough in quantum
technology development that has the potential to outperform today's supercomputers,
paving the way for previously unattainable advances in fields such as medicine,
chemistry, cybersecurity, and others. Their findings, published in Nature, describe their
observations of over 150k silicon T center photon-spin qubits, a significant milestone that opens
up immediate opportunities to build massively scalable quantum computers and the quantum
internet that will connect them. To make this a reality, both stable, long-lived qubits that provide
processing power and the communications technology that allows these qubits to link together
at scale must be developed. Previous research has shown that silicon can produce some of the
industry's most stable and long-lived qubits. The research now provides proof of principle that T
centers, a specific luminescent defect in silicon, can provide a “photonic link” between qubits.
Furthermore, T centers benefit from emitting light at the same wavelength as today's
metropolitan fiber communications and telecom networking equipment. Developing quantum
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technology on silicon allows for rapid scaling of quantum computing. #QNT #DIG #CAN EP&T
ScienceDaily

→ D-Wave Systems, a market leader in quantum computing systems, software, and
services, and the only company that develops both quantum annealing and gate-based
quantum computers, has announced a multi-year strategic alliance with Mastercard to
accelerate and expand the use of quantum computing technology. Mastercard and D-Wave
will conduct joint research and development on quantum-hybrid applications in areas such as
consumer loyalty and incentives, cross-border settlement, and fraud control. The partnership will
utilize D-Wave’s annealing quantum computers and quantum hybrid solvers via the Leap
quantum cloud service to give secure, real-time access to quantum applications on Mastercard's
network. #QNT #DIG #FIN #CAN #USA The Quantum Insider

GEOPOLITICS
→ The founders and CEOs of 19 national security-focused technology startups and small
businesses urged Congress to address specific challenges they are facing with how the
Pentagon purchases software. Their proposals come as lawmakers work on the fiscal 2023
National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA), and software is increasingly seen as critical to
ensuring military advantage in modern conflicts. The executives highlighted some of what they
deemed to be "key challenges in the defense acquisition process that slow the cycle time and
impede innovative software companies' ability to quickly deliver" capabilities to the Pentagon in
a three-page letter sent to the House and Senate Armed Services Committees. “Software is
critical in the new battlespace to ensure proactive defense, responsiveness, and adaptability
when competing with near-peer adversaries,” they wrote in the letter. They specifically
requested a better Defense Department pathway for purchasing readily available
Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) offerings. SaaS capabilities essentially provide a means of
delivering technology applications remotely — rather than locally — via the Internet.
Furthermore, the group urged policymakers to standardize the use of existing acquisition
pathways across all military branches. They also want the Small Business Innovation Research
(SBIR)/Small Business Technology Transfer Research (STTR) program to be reauthorized, as
well as "targeted reforms to assist small businesses in scaling contracts with the government
from prototypes to production." The executives also advocated for the creation of a clear path
for the widespread use of continuous Authority To Operate, which is the formal declaration that
authorizes products to be used by agencies. Rebellion Defense, Recorded Future, Copado,
Fiddler AI, Percipient.ai, Keeper, CalypsoAI, Interos, SandboxAQ, Nuvolo, LeoLabs,
SparkCognition, Government Systems, Second Front Systems, Tricentis, Aqua, Armis, Devo
Security, Corelight, and Jama Software are the companies who have signed on to the
correspondence. #Geopolitics #DIG #AER #AI #AUT #Cybersecurity #QNT #SCRM #USA
FedScoop

→ To avoid US sanctions, Huawei's secretive chipmaking arm is hiring highly trained
PhD engineers to help develop its own semiconductor-design software, a niche field now
dominated by America's Cadence Design Systems and Synopsys. The hiring surge is the
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latest effort by the Chinese tech giant to develop technologies it can no longer freely access due
to US sanctions. The company that manufactures the processors that power Huawei's
smartphones and telecom equipment has advertised 50 positions in next-generation computing
and manufacturing technologies, according to job postings on the WeChat account of HiSilicon.
There are positions devoted to the development of electronic design automation software, a
critical product that Huawei cannot purchase from Cadence or Synopsys due to economic
sanctions. Since Washington banned Huawei, which it considers a threat to national security,
the Chinese firm has relied on obsolete EDA software and cumbersome local alternatives to
design its most recent chipsets. Candidates will be responsible for "researching advanced EDA
technologies," according to one job description. In a separate post, another division of Huawei
stated that it is seeking talent to participate in EDA development projects that can lead to
"breakthroughs" in core chip technologies. #Geopolitics #CHP #DIG #SCRM #USA #CHN
Bloomberg

CYBERSECURITY
→ The Cyber Safety Review Board (CSRB) of the US Department of Homeland Security
has concluded that the Apache Log4j vulnerability will continue to pose a significant risk
to organizations for the next decade or longer. The newly formed board, comprised of
private industry and government cybersecurity experts, determined that the open source
community is under-resourced to ensure the security of its code and that broad assistance from
stakeholders in both the private and public sectors is required. The Log4j vulnerability was
found by an Alibaba Cloud Security team engineer in the PRC and reported to the Apache
Software Foundation team that maintains Log4j. Prior to the public release of a patch, however,
the vulnerability and proof of concept code were posted to Chinese social media WeChat by
Chinese security firm BoundaryX. Significantly, the Board found that there was no evidence of
malicious exploitation of Log4j prior to public disclosure. It couldn't say for sure how the
researcher at BoundaryX uncovered the vulnerability, but Board member Dmitri Alperovitch
believes it likely the vulnerability was reverse engineered from information publicly available on
the Log4j project's tracking system. The board has recommended that federal agencies, as
some of the largest consumers of open source code, contribute to open source security and
urged the government to consider funding investments to improve ecosystem security in a
recently published report. The CSRB issued a set of 19 high-level recommendations for
organizations to follow in order to reduce their exposure to Log4j-related attacks and other
similar software supply chain risks in the future. Organizations should look for and replace
vulnerable Log4j versions, establish processes to prevent the reintroduction of vulnerable
versions into the environment, and keep an accurate inventory of IT assets and applications.
The CSRB's findings and recommendations are the result of a months-long investigation into
the circumstances surrounding the Log4j vulnerability disclosure and the responses from the
open source community, technology vendors, government and private organizations. Dark
Reading Risky Biz

→ Despite Kremlin-linked hackers' focus on launching cyberattacks against Ukraine,
Russia continues to pose a cyber threat to the US midterm elections, according to US
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national security officials. The heads of the NSA and FBI warned on Tuesday, July 19 that
Russia-linked groups, which have hampered Kyiv with a series of mostly low-level cyberattacks
over months, may still try to destabilize US elections in November through hacking and
disinformation campaigns. Gen. Nakasone and Mr. Wray, who said they talk about once a week,
said their teams' coordination has improved as other agencies' cyber capabilities have
improved. Officials have also increasingly turned to American tech companies and other
businesses for assistance in countering propaganda campaigns, disrupting hackers' digital
infrastructure, and analyzing malware from countries such as Russia. #Cybersecurity #USA
#UKR #RUS WSJ

→ Federal investigators "disrupted" a North Korean state-sponsored hacking group that
targeted US medical facilities and other health organizations, a top Justice Department
official stated on Tuesday, July 19. According to Deputy Attorney General Lisa Monaco, the
cyberattacks included the targeting of a medical center in Kansas last year, which disabled the
hospital's systems that store important data and run key equipment. Monaco stated that the
government's investigation resulted in a public warning about "Maui" ransomware targeting the
health sector, in collaboration with the DHS. During the investigation into the ransomware
attacks on medical centers, the FBI identified China-based money launderers who "regularly
assist the North Koreans in 'cashing out' ransom payments," according to Monaco, and seized
approximately $500k in payments and cryptocurrency, including all funds paid by the Kansas
medical center. #Cybersecurity #Geopolitics #USA #CHN #PRK Bloomberg

→ Following revelations that government critics' phones had been hacked using
Israeli-made Pegasus spyware, a Thai minister admitted the country uses surveillance
software to track individuals in cases involving national security. Chaiwut
Thanakamanusorn, Minister of Digital Economy and Society, stated in parliament late Tuesday,
July 19 that he was aware of Thai authorities using spyware in "limited" cases, but did not
specify which government agency used such software, which program was used, or which
individuals were targeted. A joint investigation conducted by Thai human rights organization
iLaw, Southeast Asian internet watchdog Digital Reach, and Toronto-based Citizen Lab revealed
on July 18, the use of Pegasus spyware on at least 30 government critics from October 2020 to
November 2021. The investigation came after Apple issued a mass alert in November 2021
informing thousands of iPhone users, including those in Thailand, that their devices had been
targeted by "state-sponsored attackers." Chaiwut did not name Pegasus, but he did say that
spyware is being used to "listen into or access a mobile phone to view the screen, monitor
conversations and messages." #Cybersecurity #Geopolitics #THA Reuters

→ Aerospace organizations must strengthen their cyber defenses due to the massive
attack surface, which includes not only aircraft but also navigation systems, airports,
manufacturers, and supply chains, according to experts. Given the development of new
proprietary systems in both the civil and defense arenas, aerospace technology, for example, is
a prime target for nation-state espionage. However, the risk of sabotage or disruptive attacks —
even terrorism — from state-sponsored hackers or cybercrime groups is far more dangerous.
Ransomware is an especially concerning threat. There has been a recent surge in these types
of attacks by financially motivated groups, according to recent reports. Furthermore, there are
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concerns about spoofing, which occurs when hackers gain access to aerospace systems and
impersonate a trusted source. As the aerospace industry has digitized, introducing more
connectivity and automation to its systems, cyber risk has increased. The future of cyberattacks
will most likely rely on autonomous intelligent cyber weapons, necessitating the need for
autonomous cyber defense, according to an expert. Given the magnitude of potential
cyberattacks — and the breadth of the attack surface — the industry is increasingly relying on
technologies such as machine learning and artificial intelligence to detect unusual behavior and
automatically defend against, or contain, attacks. The use of these technologies is expected to
increase as attackers arm themselves with similar tools. #Cybersecurity #AER #AI #SCRM
#USA Financial Times

→ The Russian hackers responsible for the SolarWinds breach of US government
networks have continued to hack US organizations to gather intelligence while also
targeting an unnamed European government that is a NATO member, according to
cybersecurity analysts. The new findings demonstrate how tenacious the hacking group —
which US officials have linked to Russia's foreign intelligence service — is in its pursuit of
intelligence held by the US and its allies, as well as how skilled the hackers are at targeting
widely used cloud-computing technologies. The hacking efforts come as Russia's invasion of
Ukraine continues to strain US-Russia relations and drive both governments' intelligence
gathering efforts. In a separate report released on July 19 by US cybersecurity firm Palo Alto
Networks, revealed that the Russian hacking group attempted to deliver malicious software to
the embassies of an unnamed European government in Portugal and Brazil in May and June
using popular services such as Dropbox and Google Drive. Another indication of Russia's
search for Western intelligence was highlighted on July 19, when Google's Threat Analysis
Group (TAG) detailed a possible effort, coordinated with Russia's FSB intelligence service, to
track Ukrainian hackers who have targeted Russian organizations. The hacking group set up a
web application designed to mimic a tool used by the Ukraine IT Army, a group of hackers
encouraged by the Ukrainian government that has targeted Russian corporate and government
websites. The hackers may have been able to track who downloaded the app and potentially
collect information on Ukrainian hackers who have been a thorn in the Russian government's
side. Turla is the group responsible. It is regarded as one of the Russian government's top
espionage teams, alongside the hacking group responsible for the SolarWinds intrusions and
other groups, and has long been linked to skilled break-ins of Western government networks.
Turla has targeted government organizations in Latvia, Lithuania, and other European countries
since Russia's full-scale invasion of Ukraine in February, according to Leonard. However, this
was the first time the hackers had been spotted in Ukraine in four or five months. #Cybersecurity
#Geopolitics #RUS #UKR #USA #EUR #PRT #BRA #LVA #LTU CNN

SUPPLY CHAINS
→ Major software supply chain attacks have had a significant impact on C-suite
executives' software security awareness and decision-making, leading to increased
investment in monitoring attack surfaces. Organizations are recognizing the importance of
establishing better software supply chain risk management policies and are taking steps to
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address the escalating threats and vulnerabilities targeting this expanding attack surface. These
are some of the findings of a Coalfire-sponsored, CyberRisk Alliance-conducted survey of 300
software-buying and software-producing companies. 52% of the survey respondents said they
are “very” or “extremely” concerned about software supply chain risks, and 84% said their
organization is likely to allocate at least 5% of their AppSec budgets to managing software
supply chain risk. Software buyers intend to invest in procurement program metrics and
reporting, application pen-testing, and software build of materials (SBOM) design and
implementation, according to the report. In the meantime, software developers have stated that
they intend to invest in secure code review as well as SBOM design and implementation.
Additionally, 59% of software-development company customers have experienced purchase
delays of up to three months due to code provenance concerns. Concerns about the software
supply chain were raised by 51% of senior management (C-suite) buyers, second only to
security team members (60%). On the software supplier side, 71% of respondents said that
DevOps departments, more than security teams (63%), drive software supply chain
decision-making. Given this perspective, the DevSecOps teams can positively impact an
organization's software supply chain security status by implementing good policies and
practices regarding what open source code is included in their software and when those open
source components are upgraded, according to Dan Cornell, VP at Coalfire. #SCRM
#Cybersecurity #DIG #USA Dark Reading
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